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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, blockchain and smart contract technology is gaining massive
attention due to the security features it brings. In this dissertation, we
leverage this technology to design secure and privacy-preserving schemes
for connected vehicles applications.
We first propose a decentralized firmware update dissemination scheme for
the autonomous vehicles (AVs). The scheme enables AVs, namely
distributors, to participate in the distribution process to guarantee high
availability and fast delivery of the updates. To incentivize AVs to distribute
the updates, a reward system is developed to maintain a credit reputation
for each distributor AV. A zero-knowledge proof protocol is used to enable
AVs to exchange a firmware update in return for a proof of distribution that
is used to update the AV reputation.
Then, we propose a decentralized privacy-preserving ride-sharing
organization scheme using public blockchain. Since anonymous users may
submit multiple ride requests or offers, while not committing to any of them,
we develop a time-locked deposit protocol where drivers and riders lock a
deposit to a smart contract. Later, a driver has to prove to the blockchain
that he/she arrived the pick-up location on time to get the deposit,
otherwise the rider obtains it. In addition, we introduce a reputation model
to rate drivers based on their past behavior.
Then, we design a decentralized charging coordination mechanism for
Energy storage Units (ESUs). The idea is that ESUs send anonymous charging
requests to a smart contract. Then, the contract runs a charging coordination
mechanism such that ESUs with the highest priority indices are charged in
the present time slot while charging requests of lower-priority ESUs are
deferred to future time slots.
Finally, we propose a blockchain-based privacy-preserving schemes for the
energy trading of Electric Vehicles (EVs). Launching Sybil attacks, e.g., to
submit a large number of messages and pretending that they are
submitted from different EVs to launch DoS attacks, are thwarted by our
schemes to ensure that the energy trading system is reliable and the
service is available. To preserve the privacy of EV owners, an efficient
anonymous payment system is developed to allow EVs to pay their
charging fees with untraceable digital coins.

